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Zitat von Steam

Climb aboard classic steam power with Just Trains’ GWR 7800 ‘Manor’ Class.
Despite the success of the GWR’s Hall and Grange classes, their one major flaw was weight.
Neither locomotive could access certain areas of the network, so to alleviate this a lighter
version of the Grange was to be designed.
A new boiler was designed for the new locos, meanwhile many parts were taken from the older
4300 Class. The result was the 7800 Manor Class and an initial batch of 20 locos rolled out of
Swindon Works in the late 1930s. The Manors were put to use on rural areas of the GWR
network, including in South Wales and the West Country, and proved to also be reliable pilots
and bankers on the challenging Cornish hills.
The fleet grew larger in 1950 with an order for an additional 10 locos, and by this point their
versatility was so proved they were in use across Wales and even in the Southern Region,
providing needed power to the North Downs.
While the fleet was small, a miraculous 9 Manors survived into preservation, making them a
regular sight on the heritage scene and popular with steam enthusiasts old and new alike.
Experience the golden age of steam with the classic GWR 7800 ‘Manor’ Class from Just Trains.

1 Included Scenarios
A total of 4 Standard and 1 Free Roam scenarios are included for the Somerset & Dorset Joint
Railway route:

JT Manor – Burnham Goods
JT Manor – Sunday Ballast
JT Manor – Out and Back
JT Manor – Bad Manors
JT Manor – Free Roam
Please Note: Somerset & Dorset Railway Route Add-On is required, as a separate
purchase, in order to play the scenarios featured in this add-on.
More scenarios are available on the Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s
Steam Workshop scenarios are free and easy to download, adding many more hours of
exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out now!
Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

2 Key Features
GWR 7800 ‘Manor’ Class Steam Locomotive
Includes:
7821 Ditcheat Manor in BR Black livery
7823 Hook Norton Manor in BR Green livery
7828 Odeny Manor in BR Green livery
Optional GWR-style steam chest simulation
Realistic brake operation
Detailed external and cab model
Custom steam effects
Includes Mk1 Coaches
Includes 4 Standard and 1 Free Roam scenarios for the Somerset & Dorset Joint
Railway route.
Quick Drive compatible
Download size: 11.9mb
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